Publication practise of Heine's translations required that they be collected in groups or anthologies; though it was far from rare, especially in the 1840s, for poetic works to also be published individually. The incorporation of translations into groups was aided by the fact that they were published in small 'portions' as they accumulated. As has been stated above, the question of the originality of anthologies/sections/ books of Heine translations demanded, in each case, an individual decision. Furthermore, for small anthologies (often for journal publications) there were certain obvious tendencies governing how translations were put together.
'Triptychs' from Heine
For journals in the middle of the 19 th century, the most typical collection was one from between two poems to up to seven to ten.
A model for such collections could have been the small set-piece cycles such as the 'Book of Song' ('Buch der Lieder') and the 'New Poems' ('Neue Gedichte'). Translators did not so much follow Heine's own principles of setting poems into cycles as they took the original cycles' aim of setting collections of verses into small groupings. 
Discussion
The extent to which a translator reflects on the composition of the collections he chooses or the extent to which they may be randomly or spontaneously assorted is a matter that can only be addressed in each individual case. Analysis
indicates that there is a particular correlation 
